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ON THE STRUCTURE OF SOLVABLE nC-GROUPS

HOMER BECHTELL *)

A finite nC-group has each normal subgroup complemented. A com-
plementing expansion of a group G is defined to ,be an expression of
G in the form ... An where each Ai is an abelian group having
the property that each chararcteristic subgroup is a direct factor, A=+r
is contained in the normalizer in G of A 1 for (~20130~:r&#x3E;:0, and

n

Ai n II A; =1 for i =1, ..., n -1. A derived expansion of a group G
i=i+l

is defined to be a complementing expansion ... An such that

Ai ... Ai is the (n-I).derived subgroup of G for i =1, ..., n. It was

shown in [3] that all complements of the (n -1 )-derived subgroup of
a solvable nC-group having solvability length n are conjugate. Further-
more, if G=Ai ... ... Bn are any two derived expansions of a
solvable nC-group G, then Ai ... An and Bi ... Bn are conjugate in G for
i =1, ..., n. The object here is to unify these results with other similar
findings and hence broaden the base for a better understanding of the
structure of solvable nC-groups. In so doing, it is found that the col-
lection of all solvable nC-groups is a nonsaturated formation that is

normal subgroup inherited but not subgroup inherited.
Only finite groups will be considered. The notation is that used

in the standard references such as [7] with possibly one exception. The
expression G = [A ] B will denote that B complements the normal sub-
group A in the group G.

*) Indirizzo dell’A.: University of New Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshire
03824, U.S.A.
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1. A formation F is a class of groups satisfying the conditions
(1) if G E F, then f(G)eF for each epimorphism f of G and (2) if M

and N are normal subgroups of G such that G/N, G/M E F, then

G/N n M E F. The formations considered here contain a one element

group.

DEFINITION 1.1. A formation F is a normal formation iff GeF

implies that each normal subgroup of G is in F.

Each formation F contains a subcollection that is a normal forma-
tion (perhaps only the one element group). Just let X consist of all
GeF having each subnormal subgroup in F. It is easily verified that
X is a normal formation. (If restriction is made only to normal sub-
groups, then X is a formation, but not necessarily a normal formation.)

In this article, reference is made only to solvable nC-groups since
F. Gross [6] and C. Christensen [3] have shown the equivalence of
solvable K-groups and solvable nC-groups. They have also shown that

(1.2) each epimorphic image and each normal subgroup of an nC-

group is an nC-group.

THEOREM 1.3. The class of solvable nC-groups is a normal for-
mation.

PROOF. It is known [2], corrected proof [8], that a solvable

group is an nC-group iff it is a subdirect product of solvable nC-groups
H such that H has precisely one minimal normal subgroup. If G/N,
G/M are solvable nC-groups, then G/N n M is a subdirect product of
G/N and G/M. Assume that N n M =1. GIM X G/M is a solvable

nC-group; see [3]. Since G/N and G/M are subdirect products of sol-
vable nC-groups having precisely one minimal normal subgroup, then
let D be the direct product of the associated direct products. Hence G
is a subdirect product of D. So G is a solvable nC-group. The other
conditions are satisfied by (1.2).

A Sylow 2-subgroup in the symmetric group of degree four indicates
that the property of being a solvable nc-group is not necessarily sub-
group inherited. Any nonabelian nilpotent group indicates that this prop-
erty is not necessarily a saturated formation.
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2. Each formation F gives rise to a unique characteristic subgroup
F[G] in a group G. F[G] has the property, for N G, that G/NeF
iff F[G] cN. It is known [4], for NQ G, that

In a group G, define a chain of subnormal subgroups 
D ... ;2Aj2 ..., such that to be an F-chain. An F-series
for G will have An=1 for some integer n. If n is the least integer such
that and AicAi-i properly for 1  i  n, then G is said to have
F-length n.

Next denote in a group G, Fo [ G ] = G, and F; [ G ] _
for j &#x3E; 2. The uniqueness of F[G] implies that F;[G]d G.

Hence each group G has an F-derived chain ... ~ F; ~ ...,

where G will have have an F-derived series iff for some
least integer n, Fn =1 and F; c F;_, for 1 _ j _ n. If G has such a series

then G will be said to have an F-derived length n.
An obvious example of the above is for F to be the class of abelian

groups. Then G~1~= [G, G] =F[G], F¡=GU)= [Gu-1), and the
F-derived chain is the derived chain. The F-derived length is the derived
length (or solvability length). As the next several theorems will indicate,
there are a number of structural properties in a solvable group that are
not dependent on the fact that solvability is also a subgroup inherited
property.

The expression « standard proof » appears in the proof of the next
theorem to indicate that the method to be applied is one used in prov-
ing an analogous result for solvable or nilpotent groups.

THEOREM 2.2. Let F denote a normal formation.

(c) G has an F-series iff G has an F-derived series. The F-

derived length is the minimal length of any F,series.

(d) If G has an F-series of F-derived length n, then each epi-
morphic image and each normal subgroup of G has an F-derived series
with F-derived length  n.
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,(e) If G/N has F-derived length j, then F; c N. If F;cN, then
G/N has F-derived length at most j.

( f ) An extension G of a group A by a group B, such that A
has F-derived length n and B has F-derived length m, has an F-derived
series of length _ m -~- n.

(g) Each group G contains a unique characteristic subgroup that
is maximal in G with respect to having an F-series. This subgroup con-
tains each normal subgroup of G that has an F-series.

(h) If G has an F-series, then each chief factor of G belongs to
F. Each normal subgroup of G is included in an F-series for G.

PROOF. Induction is used on the length of the series in (a). As-
sume Since then Moreover

Hence FicAinFi-I 1 implies that 

(b) is proven by using (2.1), induction, and (a). For (c), use (a)
and the definition of an F-derived series. Apply ( b ) to prove the first

part of (d) and a standard proof to the second part. (e) is an immediate
consequence of (b). The remaining parts are standard proofs.

THEOREM 2.3. Let F be a normal formation.

(a) The class H of all groups having an F-series is a normal

formation.

(b) The class G of all groups having an F-series and of F-derived
length rn for an integer n, is a normal formation. For a group G,
G[G]=Fn[G].

PROOF. Consider (a). If G/N, G/1Vl EII, then for some least integer
i, F;cN, and for some least integer j, F; c M. For k = max ( i, j),
Fk c N M. Hence by Theorem 2.2 (e), By Theorem 2.2
(d ), H is a normal formation.

The proof of the first part of (b) follows that of (a). The second
part results from Theorem 2.2 (b).

LEMMA 2.4. If a solvable group G having F-derived length 
with respect to a normal formation F splits over Fn and Fn is a minimal
normal subgroup of G, then the complements of F,~ are conjugate in G.
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PROOF. Suppose that G = [ Fn ] A = [ Fn ] B. Form N = n A, V g e G.
If N ~ B, then G = NB. Since B has F-derived length n, by Theorem 2.2
( b), then G/N - B/N n B has F-derived length _ n by Theorem 2.2 (d).
By Theorem 2.2 (e), Fn c N. Since a contradiction arises. So

N c B. As is known, G/N is isomorphic to a primitive permutation
group (on the conjugate class of A). Moreover G/N= 
= [FnN/N](B/N). Since FnN/N is a minimal normal subgroup of G/N,
then A/N and B/N are conjugate in G/N (e.g. see Satz 3.2f, p. 159,
[7]). Hence A and B are conjugate in G.

THEOREM 2.5. If a solvable group G having F-derived length
n -I-1 with respect to a normal formation F splits over Fn and Fn is a

completely G-reducible abelian subgroup of G, then the complements of
Fn are conjugate in G.

k

PROOF. Suppose that Fn = &#x3E;C Mj such that M; is a minimal normal
1

subgroup of G. Lemma 2.4 takes care of the case for k =1, so suppose
that k &#x3E; 2 and consider G/Ml . by Theorem 2.2 (b).
Let G = [ Fn] A = [ Fn] B. It follows that and

also that Hence GIMi=[F.IM,11(MIBIMI).
Similarly G/Ml = Since G= [M~]«M2 X ... X Mk)A),
then H=(M2 X ... X Mk)A has Fn[H] = M2 X ... X Mk . Since Fn being
completely G-reducible is equivalent to Fn being completely A-reducible,

k

then M1( X Mj)/M1 is completely G/Mi-reducible. Inductively, there
2

exists geG such that (M,B)9=M,Bg=M,A. By Theorem 2.2 (e),
If properly, then, for 

Fn[G] cM2 X ... X Mk X M* ~ Fn . Hence = M1 . Moreover, M1
is a minimal normal subgroup of MIA. By Lemma 2.4, there exists an
element such that So A and B are conjugate
in G.

COROLLARY 2.5.1. If a solvable nC-group G has F-derived length
n -I-1 and Fn is abelian, then the complements of Fn are conjugate in G.

PROOF. implies that Fn is completely G-reducible [5].
Then apply the Theorem.

COROLLORY 2.5.2. If a solvable nC-group G has F-derived length
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n -I-1 and Fn is abelian, then the complements of Fn are conjugate in
each F; 

PROOF. Use (1.2) and Theorem 2.2 (b).
A converse to Corollary 2.5.1 is not given since a much stronger

result [9] is already known, namely: A solvable group G is an nC-

group iff G splits over a completely A-reducible elementary abelian sub-
group by an nC-group A.

The proof of Corollary 2.5.1 is dependent upon Fn being abelian.
At times one is able to obtain some results whenever Fn is nonabelian.

LEMMA 2.6. For normal formations F and G, let G be a solvable
nC-group having F-derived length n+ 1 and Fn of G-derived length
k+ 1. If Gk[Fn] is a minimal normal subgroup of G, then the comple-
ments of are conjugate in G.

PROOF. Denote by M. Suppose that G = [ M ] A = [ M ] B.
Corollary 2.5.1 takes care of the case that Fn = M. So assume for 
that Fn=[M](FnnA)=[M](FnnB), such that 
Since Fn is a solvable nC-group, then, by Corollary 2.5.1, there exists
an element g E Fn such that Consider

G = [ M ] A = [ M ] Bg and note that Since A and Bg are

maximal in G, then either (1) ( A, Bg)=A=Bg or (2) ( A, Bg ~ = G. If

(1) occurs, then the result is valid. If (2) occurs, then NQ G and

G/N= [N X M/N](A/N)= [N X M/N](Bg/N). Moreover Fn[G/N] _
is abelian. By Corollary 2.5.1, A /N and B91N are

conjugate in G/N. So for some element heG.

THEOREM 2.7. For normal formations F and G, let G be a solv-
able nC-group having F-derived length and Fn of G-derived length

If Gk[Fn] is an abelian subgroup of G, then the complements
of are conjugate in G.

PROOF. By Corollary 2.5.1, the theorem is valid whenever Fn =
So consider the case for k&#x3E; 1. Since G is a solvable nC-group,

then Gk[Fn] is a direct product of abelian minimal normal subgroups
of G. Induction will used on the number of the direct factors in Gk [ Fn ]
since Lemma 2.6 shows that the result is valid for one such factor. From
this point on the proof parallels the proof of Theorem 2.5 and it will
be omitted.
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It should be observed that if G is a solvable nC-group and it has

F-derived length such that Fn is nonabelian, then the obvious nor-
mal formaiton G at hand is that of abelian groups. The result of
Theorem 2.7 will then be applicable to the abelian member of the

derived series.

Proceeding in a manner as in [3], a group G has an F-derived
expansion iff G=G1 ... Gn such that Gi is contained in the normalizer
of G; for GZ n (Gi+l ... Gn)== 1, and FJ[G] =G1 ... Gn-¡. The Gj
are called the factors of the expansion. Two derived expansions are

said to be conjugate if f m = n and Gi is conjugate to Hi for each i.

Each nC-group of F-derived length n+ 1 has such an expansion. If

F; denotes G~’~, G~’~ the j-derived subgroup of G, then the F-derived
expansion coincides with the derived expansion in [3] and the next
theorem generalizes Theorem 5.7 in [ 3 ] .

THEOREM 2.6. If G = Gl ... Gn = Hl ... Hm are two F-derived ex-

pansions for a normal formation F of a solvable nC-group G have
abelian factors, then there exists an element such that 
for i =1, ..., n, i.e. the two expansions are conjugate.

PROOF. By Theorem 2.2, n = m. Moreover All

complements are conjugate by Corollary 2.5.1. Hence there exists yeG
such that (G2 ... ... Hn . Since ... then

... ... Assume that there is a

YiEG1 ... Gi-I such that and (Gi-~ ... Gn)"’ =

=Hi-i ... Then there exists 1 such that

(Gi ... ... Hn . Hence Moreover, w normalizes

Gri=Hj Consequently, for 
Inductively, there exists x e G satisfying the conclusion of the theorem.

3. The notions of F-chains and F-series can also be generalized.
Consider two normal formations F and G and a group G having an
F-chain ... .... The F-chain { H; } is said to be re-

fined by a G-chain iff each admits a G-chain for i = o, 1, ....

Consequently one obtains a G-chain ... ’2Ko,jo’2
~ ...H1=K1,o’2 ... -;2Ki,¡;2 ... such that Ki,j /KI, ; +1 E G. An F-derived
chain { F; is said to be refined by a G-derived chain iff FilFi+l admits
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a G-derived chain for I= 0, 1, .... This will also be called a G-chain
derivation of an F-derived chain. The next theorem is an analogue to
Theorem 2.2 (a).

THEOREM 3.1. Let G=Ho==Ko,o"2,Ko,12 ... 2Hl=Kt,02 ... 2

... be an F-chain refined by a G-chain and 
2 ... ... ... be a G-chain derivation of an F-de-
rived chain. Then G=, ; i c Ki, i for each pair of integers i, j.

PROOF. Clearly, for each integer j. Consider G/Fi .
The chain { Ko, ;/Fi } is a G-chain in G/Ft . By Theorem 2.2, c

c Ko, ;/Fl for all j. However by definition, Hence

Go,jIFicKo,ilF, implies that Go,icKo,i for all j.

For an integer i &#x3E; 1, assume that By Theorem 2.2,
FL c HL and Fi+l c: Hi,l . Consider the quotient group Hi/KI,1 . If 
the one still has 1 normal in Since then

Therefore 

Next assume that i for an 

as was to be proven.

The extension of the definitions preceding Theorem 3.1 to refine-

mento of an F-series by a G-series and the refinement of an F-derived
series by a G-derived series (a G-series derivation of an F-derived

series) is evident. Of course each refinement of an F-series by a G-series
is itself a G-series. It is not being suggested that each G-series is neces-
sarily a refinement of an F-series by a G-series for some normal for-
mation F. Even though it may occur, it is not always expected that a
group G having a G-series derivation of an F-derived series has this
same series as an F-series derivation of the G-derived series. Examples
of refinements arise naturally in solvable groups. If a solvable group G
has an F-derived series that differs from the derived series, then 
always admits a derived series.

Some results analogous to those in Theorem 2.2 can now be estab-
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lishe~d with the aid of Theorem 3.1. The proofs will be omitted since they
so closely resemble the previous proofs.

THEOREM 3.2. Let F and G denote two normal formations.

(a) If a group G has an F-series refined by a G-series, then G
has a G-series derivation of an F-derived series.

(b) The number of terms, k, in a G-series derivation of an F-
derived series is an invariant of the group. The length of any F-series
refined by a G-series is ’2: k.

~(c) Each normal subgroup and each epimorphic image of a

group having an F-series refined by a G-series also has an F-series re-

fined by a G-series.

(d) The class of all groups having an F-series refined by a G-
series is a normal formation.

Suppose that a group G has a G-series derivation of an F-derived
series and that and Then Gn, k may be
properly contained in Gm of a G-derived series of G-derived length
m -I-1. Of course if Gn, k is also abelian in a solvable nC-group, then a
special case of Theorem 2.7 can be stated.

It is evident that the concept of refinement could be extended to

any finite collection of normal formations arising out of series and using
an ordered arrangement of successive refinements. One can obtain the
obvious analogues of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.

EXAMPLE. The class of finite groups, E, in which all Sylow sub-
groups are elementary abelian is a normal formation. Since each solvable
group G admits at least one normal maximal subgroup, then E [ G ] c G,
properly. Consequently each finite solvable group G has an E-derived
series. The symmetric group of degree four is an nC-group~ that has
E-derived length two but derived length three. More generally, the
E-derived length does not exceed the derived length in a solvable nC-
group as one can readily verify.

Consider the E-derived series G=jEoiDEiDE2==l. Suppose that E1
is abelian and let P denote a Sylow p-subgroup of G. If G/Ei is abelian,
then E~P d G. Since E[G] is generated by for all Sylow subgroups
S of G (see [ 1 ] ), then E1P. Hence 
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So P is elementary abelian. Consequently all Sylow subgroups of G are
elementary abelian., i.e. El = 1. The contradiction implies that GIE, must
be nonabelian. So one concludes that no two consecutive factors of an
E-derived series are abelian. Moreover, in a solvable nC-group of E-
derived length k -I-1, if an abelian factor occurs, then it must be Ek .
Therefore if A denotes the formation of abelian groups and a solvable

nC-group has E-length greater than one, then the A-series derivation of
the E-derived series exists nontrivially.
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